The view seems to prevail that the frequency range of hearing is determined by the properties of the outer and middle ears. We argue that this view is an oversimplification, in part because the reactive component of cochlear input impedance, which affects the low-frequency sensitivity of the cochlea, is neglected. Further, we use comparisons of audiograms and transfer functions for stapes (or columella) velocity or pressure in scala vestibuli near the stapes footplate to show that the middle ear by itself is not responsible for limiting high-frequency hearing in the few species for which such comparisons are possible. Finally, we propose that the tonotopic organization of the cochlea plays a crucial role in setting the frequency limits of cochlear sensitivity and hence in determining the bandwidth of hearing.
T
his article has two purposes. The first is to argue that the often-stated notion that the shape of the audiogram is largely due to the frequency-filtering properties of the external and middle ears is an oversimplification. That notion neglects the fact that a reactive component of cochlear input impedance decreases the low-frequency sensitivity of the cochlea. More importantly, comparisons of behavioral thresholds and the magnitudes of stapes (or columella) velocity (V) or pressure in scala vestibuli near the stapes footplate (P SV ) reveal that the middle ear does not limit highfrequency hearing in the few species for which such comparisons are possible. The second purpose is to offer the hypothesis that the tonotopic organization of the cochlea makes a crucial contribution to setting the frequency limits of inner-ear responses and hence the bandwidth of hearing thresholds.
Historical Overview
When it became evident that ''high-frequency hearing is . . . a uniquely mammalian characteristic'' (1), there was speculation on the physiological and phylogenetic origins of the frequency limitations of hearing. According to one view, high-frequency hearing in mammals ''depends on the ossicular linkage in the middle ear and may have been one of the primary sources of selective pressure that resulted in the evolutionary transformation of reptilian jaw bones into mammalian auditory ossicles'' (1) . A more inclusive perspective was that ''the ossicular chain of the mammalian ear is not the only factor involved in the high-frequency sensitivity of mammals'' (2), and it was suggested that the high-frequency limit of hearing across species is well correlated with an index derived from the length and width of the basilar membrane (BM; ref. 3) .
On the basis of theoretical considerations, it was postulated long ago that cochlear input impedance is resistive at most frequencies and that reactive components affect cochlear responses only at very low (e.g., Ͻ3-10 Hz) and very high (4, 5) frequencies, thus playing a very minor role in determining the bandwidth of hearing. However, a significant role for the cochlea in setting the low-frequency limit of hearing became evident when microphonics data suggested that cochlear input impedance includes a reactive component that acts as a high-pass filter below 100-200 Hz (refs. 6 and 7; see also refs. [8] [9] [10] . The existence of this reactive component of cochlear input impedance subsequently was confirmed by direct measurements (11, 12) . Nevertheless, the fact that ''cochlear input impedance (is one of) the primary determiners of . . . behavioral sensitivity'' (ref. 9 , p. 126) has been neglected often in the recent literature, which contains statements to the effect that ''the external and middle ears jointly . . . largely determine the frequency response properties (audiogram) of a given species'' (ref. 13, pp. 10-11) . Similarly, ''to a large extent, the frequency range (of hearing) is determined by the properties of the outer and middle ears'' (ref. 14, p. 25) ; ''the human threshold of audibility as a function of sound frequency is determined to a large extent by the combined transfer functions of the outer and middle ear'' (ref. 10 Fig. 1 illustrates how the external and middle ears, as well as cochlear input impedance, jointly contribute to determining the audiogram of chinchilla at low and middle frequencies. Fig. 1 A represents three stages of transformation of the free-field acoustic signal into P SV fluctuations: the magnitude changes that sound undergoes as it approaches the eardrum (squares), the magnitude of V relative to pressure in the ear canal next to the eardrum (triangles), and the magnitude of the cochlear input impedance, i.e., P SV relative to V (diamonds). The decibel sum of the three magnitude functions yields the magnitude of P SV (closed diamonds, Fig. 1B) , which resembles the audiogram (circles, Fig. 1B ). Behavioral thresholds for low-and middle-frequency tones in cat, human, and guinea pig also are reasonably well predicted by combining cochlear input impedance and the transfer functions of the external and middle ears (9, 10, 17, 18) .
Of greatest interest for the present discussion is that the reactive component of cochlear-input impedance evident in Fig. 1 A contributes significantly to defining the low-frequency limit of P SV in the chinchilla cochlea and thus, probably, in determining the shape of the audiogram (Fig. 1B) . The low-frequency cochlear reactance, which is at least as important as the elastic reactance of the middle-ear cavity (because of the cushion of air trapped in the bulla) in attenuating pressure magnitude as a function of decreasing Abbreviations: V, stapes or columella velocity; PSV, pressure in scala vestibuli near the stapes; BM, basilar membrane; CF, characteristic frequency.
*To whom reprint requests should be addressed. E-mail: mruggero@northwestern.edu. † Some texts that disregard the role of the cochlea in setting the bandwidth of hearing were written by investigators who elsewhere acknowledge the role of cochlear input impedance in shaping the audiogram. frequency, may arise from the combined effects of the elasticity of the round window membrane, the annular ligament of the oval window, and perhaps the helicotrema (6, 11) .
The External and Middle Ears Are Not the Only Determiners of the High-Frequency Limit of the Audiogram
There is a widespread belief that ''middle ears determine the upper frequency of hearing'' (ref. 19 , p. 1790). However, the relative contributions of the external, middle, and inner ears in the determination of the upper limit of hearing (and hence its bandwidth, defined here as the frequency range encompassed by the 20-dB low-and high-frequency cutoffs of the audiograms, ‡) have not been established rigorously in part because V has seldom been recorded at frequencies sufficiently high to be comparable to the upper frequency limit of the audiogram (surveyed in ref. 20) . § Although audiograms exist for many mammals and other amniotic species (e.g., see ref. 21) , V has been measured in only two mammals, guinea pig and the horseshoe bat, at frequencies corresponding to the highfrequency limits of the audiograms. Fig. 2 compares audiograms for those two species as well as for pigeon and turtle, with magnitude-versus-frequency curves of stapes (or columella) velocity, V. Fig. 2 C and D compare the magnitudes of V with the behavioral thresholds for guinea pig and the horseshoe bat, Rhinolophus ferrumequinum. In both cases the 20-dB bandwidth of the magnitude of V amply exceeds that of the behavioralthreshold curve. Audiometric and middle-ear data are available also for red-eared turtles and pigeons ( Fig. 2 A and B) . In both species, V is fairly flat up to frequencies far exceeding the high-frequency cutoff of the audiograms. It is striking to consider that the pigeon middle ear could provide an adequately wide-band stimulus for cochlear analysis even for the barn owl, one of the avian species with the greatest hearing bandwidth, with a high-frequency audiometric cutoff of 10-12 kHz (22, 23) .
In the Mongolian gerbil (Fig. 3) , the magnitude of V is fairly flat up to 40 kHz (20) , a frequency at which behavioral threshold exceeds the minimum by 20 dB (24). More importantly, P SV (25) is flat at least up to 58 kHz, a frequency at which the behavioral threshold exceeds its minimum by more than 60 dB.
Finally, in chinchilla, a species with relatively low-frequency hearing (Figs. 1, 4 , and 5), the magnitudes of V ''exhibit a relatively flat frequency spectrum . . . up to at least 26-31 kHz,'' ¶ i.e., exceeding the high-frequency cutoff of its audiogram ( Fig.  1; ref. 26) .
Thus, far from supporting the idea that middle ears generally determine the upper frequency of hearing, the available data indicate that the bandwidths of V and P SV actually exceed the bandwidth of the audiogram in the cases of chinchilla, gerbil, guinea pig, horseshoe bat, pigeon, and turtle, which implies that in these species the high-frequency limit of cochlear and hearing thresholds is set internally in the cochlea. Below we present a hypothesis of how this is accomplished in these and perhaps other species.
The Tonotopic Organization of the Cochlea Contributes to Setting the Limits of Hearing
The cochlea is organized tonotopically: stimulus frequencies are mapped on cochlear distance. First described by von Békésy in his pioneering experiments on BM vibrations (27) (28) (29) , the tonotopic organization of the cochlea is universally accepted (reviewed in ref. 30) . However, it is seldom recognized (see Historical Overview) that tonotopicity, in combination with the finite length of the cochlear partition, must impose intrinsic frequency limits on cochlear bandwidth. In mammals, tonotopicity originates in the spatially graded BM stiffness, which directly determines the passive frequency tuning of local BM vibrations (29) and, less directly, the active frequency tuning of the BM and auditory-nerve fibers innervating adjacent inner hair cells (31, 32, ʈ) . In turtles, tonotopicity results largely from the electrical properties of hair cells, which also are spatially graded (33, 34) . Whatever its origin, tonotopicity confines cochlear responses to a well defined frequency range determined by the characteristic frequencies (CFs) of the auditory-nerve fibers innervating the extreme apical and basal sites of the cochlea. ‡ More restrictive cutoffs (e.g., 3 or 6 dB) such as those commonly used in other contexts (e.g., specifications of audio hardware) are impractical, because the pass bands of audiograms are typically not completely flat and often contain irregularities (Fig. 2) . § Specifically, our hypothesis posits that the shape of the audiogram resembles the envelope of the thresholds of auditory-nerve fibers. Thus, the low-frequency limit of hearing reflects the lowfrequency arms of the frequency-threshold tuning curves of the auditory-nerve fibers with the lowest CFs. Similarly, the highfrequency limit of hearing corresponds to the high-frequency arms of the tuning curves of the auditory-nerve fibers with the highest CFs. For intermediate frequencies of the audiogram (spanning most of its range), behavioral thresholds parallel the envelope of the CF thresholds of auditory-nerve fibers.
We suspect that many hearing experts (especially those who study nonmammalian species) will find our hypothesis unsurprising if not unoriginal. However, to our knowledge the hypothesis has never been stated fully and explicitly before now. It may have a precedent in a suggestion (11) that the rising behavioral thresholds at low frequencies in cat could be due to the absence of auditory-nerve fibers with CFs lower than 100 Hz (35) . Fig. 4 presents place-CF maps (lines) for the basal end of the cochleae of barn owl, cat, chinchilla, gerbil, guinea pig, horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus rouxii), pigeon, rat, and red-eared turtle (Chrysemys scripta). The maps for barn owl, cat, gerbil, horseshoe bat, pigeon, and rat were derived from auditory-nerve fibers with innervation sites ascertained by using cellular markers (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) . For guinea pig, the map is based on recordings from somata in the spiral ganglion (42) . For chinchilla, the map is based on correlations of audiometric and hair-cell loss data (43, 44) . For turtle, the maps indicate the sites of microelectrode penetrations into the basilar papilla (45, 46, **).
The Tonotopic Organization of the Cochlea Makes a Crucial Contribution to the Determination of the Upper-Frequency Limit of Hearing
Also shown in Fig. 4 are the CFs of several BM sites in five of the same species (symbols). The BM data for chinchilla, gerbil, guinea pig, and pigeon were obtained in relatively healthy cochleae, whereas the data for cat came from passive (i.e., linear) cochleae, thus probably underestimating the ''true'' CFs by Ϸ0.5 octave. Perusal of this figure reveals that, in general, there is an excellent correspondence between the BM data and the maps derived from neural data, consistent with the consensus that the CFs of auditory-nerve fibers directly reflect the CFs of BM sites near their point of innervation of inner hair cells (e.g., see refs. 31 and 32). Fig. 5 compares the high-frequency cutoffs of the cochlear maps (i.e., the y intercepts of Fig. 4 ) with the cutoffs of the audiograms, measured as the frequencies at which thresholds exceed the minimum of each audiogram by 20 (lower brackets), 40 (symbols) and 60 dB (upper brackets). The data points are scattered close to a 45°line, indicating a good match between the upper-frequency cutoffs of the audiogram and the cutoffs of the cochlear maps. Fig. 5 is consistent with our hypothesis that the high-frequency limit of the audiogram in great part is determined internally in the cochlea by the high-frequency arms of the frequency-threshold tuning curves of auditory-nerve fibers with the highest CFs in each species. Specifically, the data of Fig. 5 provide an explanation for the finding that the magnitudes of V or P SV do not limit the bandwidth of hearing in chinchilla, gerbil, guinea pig, horseshoe bat, pigeon, or turtle.
Conclusions and Speculations on the Evolution of Sensory Systems
The evidence presented here contradicts the notion that the shape of the auditory function is determined largely by external and middle-ear function. Rather, it is consistent with the view that the middle ear is a wide-band pressure transformer with a flat velocity-response function spanning most of (if not exceeding) the frequency range of hearing except for the lowest frequencies (ref. 20, p. 269) . It seems reasonable that instead of frequency-limiting the acoustic stimulus, the middle ear permissively transmits to the cochlea a sufficiently wide-band signal suitable for frequency analysis.
It remains to be seen whether the finding that the bandwidth of middle-ear vibrations exceeds that of the audiogram in chinchilla, gerbil, guinea pig, horseshoe bat, pigeon, and turtle will be confirmed and, if so, whether this is the general rule for amniotic tetrapods (mammals, birds, and reptiles). It may turn out that the bandwidth of V generally exceeds the CF cutoff of inner-ear responses in avian and reptilian species (except for birds with unusually extended high-frequency hearing such as the barn owl), whereas the bandwidth of V approximately coincides with that of the audiogram in most mammals.
A coincidence between the frequency limits of middle-ear transmission and cochlear analysis could have resulted from the operation of a principle of ''optimization'' during phylogenetic evolution (47) . Optimization seems to have informed the evo- 
Fig. 5.
The high-frequency cutoffs of audiograms and the highest CFs predicted by cochlear place-frequency maps. Filled symbols, CFs at the extreme base of the cochlea derived by extrapolation from cochlear placefrequency maps (Fig. 4) ; open symbols, the highest CFs of auditory-nerve fibers reported in the literature for pigeon (75) , chinchilla (A.N.T., N. C. Rich, and M.A.R., unpublished observations), and barn owl (76) . The ordinate indicates the frequencies at which audiometric thresholds exceed the minimum threshold by 20 (lower bracket), 40 (symbol), and 60 dB (upper bracket) (unavailable for chinchilla): barn owl (22, 23) , cat (77) , chinchilla (26) , gerbil (24) , guinea pig (64), horseshoe bat (R. rouxii) (78) , pigeon (61), rat (79) , and turtle (59) .
lution of the eye, in which both the ocular media (cornea, aqueous humor, lens, and vitreous humor) and the density of photoreceptors in the retinal fovea approach the diffraction limit of an ideal lens with similar aperture. In other words, ''the density of receptors is . . . appropriate to utilize fully the optical performance of the front of the eye'' (ref. 47, p. 284) . Similarly, in birds ''the primary influence on . . . retinal design appears to be the range of wavelengths available . . . regardless of whether that range is determined by the spectral distribution of the natural illumination or the spectral transmittance of the ocular media '' (ref. 48 , p. 676). Thus, for example, the narrow spectral bandwidth of illumination of the Humboldt penguin's aqueous habitat ''appears to be reflected in the spectral characteristics of its photoreceptors'' (ref. 48 , p. 697), whereas ''the ocular media . . . of (avian) species which have a UVS (UV) visual pigment generally transmit more short wavelengths'' (ref. 48, p. 687) . Although widespread in the retinas of other vertebrates, mammalian retinas lack receptors of UV light apparently because they ''are incompatible with lenses that absorb UV light'' (47) such as those in mammalian eyes.
In the case of the mammalian ear and regardless of whether three-ossicle middle-ear systems in mammal-like reptiles predated the appearance of high-frequency mammalian cochleae (e.g., see refs. 1, 49, and 50; also contrast ref. 51 with 52, pp. [34] [35] , the bandwidths of middle-ear transmission and cochlear analysis may have been subsequently optimized by iterative accommodation to each other's performance to meet behavioral requirements while avoiding extending either one unnecessarily (and perhaps wastefully). It will be of special interest to ascertain whether the relatively low high-frequency cutoff of hearing in chinchillas and humans was brought about by parallel evolutionary reductions in the bandwidths of both the cochlea and middle-ear transmission, which allowed ultrasonic hearing in their ancestors (1) .
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